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Executive Summary 

E1. Spectrum costs in Canada are amongst the highest in the world, for both acquisition 
and annual fees, which reduces capital for network investments to continue 
expanding coverage in rural areas or deploy innovative 5G wireless equipment. 
This consultation is an opportunity to foster both innovation and competition 
between facilities-based networks, rebalancing the playing field between those 
operators that may experience a much greater need for wireless backhaul and 
those that emerged from local telephone monopolies.  

E2. Rogers generally supports Innovation, Science and Economic Development 
Canada’s consultation on modernizing the capacity-based spectrum fee regime for 
fixed services, which has been a major impediment to the efficient use of spectrum 
for fixed wireless services. The current Canadian pricing model does not give 
operators sufficient incentive to maximize spectral efficiency; in fact, it penalizes 
efficient backhaul operators like Rogers. Moving towards a consumption-based 
regime is a marked improvement, though the proposed model remains 
significantly higher cost than fee regimes based on cost-recovery, such as the 
U.S. model. Indeed, while the proposed fee regime is an improvement over the 
current regime, it is still limiting to future wireless technologies and deployments.  

E3. As proposed, the Consultation’s consumption-based model will simply bring the 
Canadian fixed spectrum fees regime into the 4G era; however, it will not be 
adequate to support emerging 5G connectivity. Not only will the capacity of existing 
links need to massively increase but there will be an exponential number of new 
fixed service links to support the new coverage and capacity of advanced 
communications networks in the 5G era. As a result, in order for wireless backhaul 
to provide a true alternative to fibre and provide wireless carriers with a real ability 
to compete with the former telecom monopolies’ infrastructure, ISED must 
significantly amend its proposed band and fee structures.  

E4. To begin with, the Department should adopt a cost-recovery regime for all spectrum 
fees. If however the Department elects to go with a consumption-based regime, it 
should add more categories of frequency ranges in the higher bands that are 
becoming available within the next few years and over the following decade. These 
bands have distinct propagation characteristics with larger amounts of available 
spectrum within the bands, which will enable utilization of very large channel sizes 
by facilities-based operators in the short to mid-term. The base rates of all 
frequency ranges must also be reduced to align with the expected massive increase 
in deployments. Further, the Department should adopt a mechanism that 
incentivizes innovative use of point-to-multipoint links in small cell deployments. The 
Department should also endeavour to announce and implement these changes as 
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quickly as possible in order to provide operators with the certainty around spectrum 
pricing they require in order to plan and execute the network deployments that will 
improve Canadians access to advanced communication services. Without such 
changes, the full potential of point-to-point backhaul will not be realized. 

E5. The Department should also ensure a level playing field for infrastructure access in 
order to maximize facilities-based competition. As noted above, 5G wireless 
technology will result in an exponential increase in network base stations and the 
amount of traffic they carry, all of which must be carried back to the carrier’s core 
network. It is essential that the Department ensure that any Federal, Provincial or 
Municipal accesses, such as rights-of-way, that local telephone companies possess 
are similarly available to all types of carriers in order to increase competition for the 
benefit of all Canadian businesses and customers. 
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Introduction 

1. Rogers Communications Canada Inc. (Rogers) is pleased to provide Innovation, 
Science and Economic Development Canada (ISED or the Department) with the 
following comments in response to DGSO-001-18:Consultation on Licence Fees for 
Fixed Point-to-Point Radio Systems 1 (the Consultation), published in the Canada 
Gazette, Part I, December 1, 2018. 

2. Updating the fee regime for fixed services is an opportunity for the Department to 
foster both innovation and competition. The optimal solution is for ISED to adopt an 
administrative cost-recovery spectrum fee regime, similar to the one in the U.S., 
which would allow facilities-based network operators to invest greater amounts of 
capital in next generation technologies and expanding current network capacity and 
coverage. If the Department moves forward with a consumption-based regime, it 
should add more frequency range categories and a mechanism that better incents 
the deployment of innovative new fixed service spectrum use cases, including small 
cells and wireless fronthaul. The base rates for frequency ranges must also 
decrease in order to align with the exponential number of new fixed service links that 
will be deployed to support the telecommunication networks of the future. Otherwise, 
high fixed service spectrum fee costs will diminish the necessary investments in 5G 
technology and the transport capacity required to support 5G services. If the price is 
too high, it may ultimately result in carriers simply not using wireless backhaul at all 
and the spectrum remaining unused in Canada. 

3. Effective spectrum policy frameworks will help Canadian network operators meet the 
increasing demand for data and innovative new services. Canada's mobile data 
traffic grew 38% in 2017, and is expected to grow four-fold from 2017 to 2022, a 
compound annual growth rate of 34%. In fact, Cisco predicts that Canadian mobile 
data traffic by 2022 will be equivalent to two times the volume of the entire Canadian 
Internet in 2005.2 Ensuring that spectrum fees for wireless backhaul makes 
deployment for the current and growing capacity demands of 4th generation (4G) 
Long Term Evolution (LTE) and 5th generation (5G) cost-effective is especially 
critical to maintaining effective competition with the local telephone companies, 
who have extensive wireline backhaul facilities constructed during their monopoly 
eras. 

4. The trend of wireless traffic growth is likely to significantly increase with the advent 
of 5G, as a result of new services and applications enabled by the ability of 5G to 
use and provide wireless bandwidth that was previously only available over wired 
facilities. Dramatic growth in demand for fixed service spectrum for ultra short hops 

                                                            
1 ISED, SLPB‐001‐17: Consultation on Releasing Millimetre Wave Spectrum to Support 5G (Consultation); 
http://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/smt‐gst.nsf/eng/sf11298.html. 
2 Cisco, VNI Mobile Forecast Highlights, 2017‐2022; https://www.cisco.com/c/m/en_us/solutions/service‐
provider/vni‐forecast‐highlights.html#     
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is also expected, as 5G deployments could see either fronthaul or backhaul small 
cell street-level connections to local edge-computing facilities or to operators’ core 
networks. A truly forward-looking fixed service fee regime will foster innovation, 
investment, and the evolution of networks through the adoption of 5G technology 
(and beyond) and benefit Canadian consumers and businesses. 

5. As a large wireless operator focused on the provision of advanced new broadband 
services, including capacity-hungry streaming video services such as Rogers NHL 
LIVE and being a leader in 4K programming and distribution, Rogers knows that 
operators require additional capacity, which is economical to deploy, to keep pace 
with Canadians’ demand for data services. In order to address the dramatic growth 
in demand for mobile data services, Rogers has already made significant 
investments to deploy 4G LTE mobile broadband technology to approximately 95% 
of the Canadian population.3 Rogers was the first to deploy LTE in Canada and 
continues to deliver innovative broadband services through the trialing and 
deployment of new technologies such as carrier aggregation of licensed spectrum 
bands, 256-QAM transmission, and Licence-Assisted Access LTE (LTE-LAA). Such 
innovation is vital on the march to 5G. Rogers is currently working with our network 
infrastructure vendor, Ericsson, on 5G trials in Toronto and Ottawa, in addition to 
other select cities over the next year.4  

6. Yet, for network operators to continue providing Canadians with the most 
advanced and innovative connectivity technology solutions, spectrum policy must 
keep pace. Both spectrum annual fees and acquisition costs are very high in 
Canada, particularly for national carriers. In fact, since 2001, licensees have spent 
more than $16.5B on spectrum at auction and in annual fees, with the bulk of 
auction costs occurring since 2008.5 The Consultation states that the overall annual 
fixed service fees paid by licensees for their existing deployments is approximately 
$42M.6 The $42M for fixed service fees is in addition to the more than $180M 
annual mobile spectrum fees currently paid by the wireless industry. While 
spectrum is undeniably a valuable public resource, it must be recognized that high 
spectrum prices are bad for the Canadian economy, the wireless industry and for 
consumers and businesses, who ultimately pay for them. 

                                                            
3 Rogers, Rogers Communications Reports First Quarter 2017 Results, April 2017. 
4 Rogers, Rogers and Ericsson partner to bring 5G to Canadians, April 2018; 
https://about.rogers.com/2018/04/16/rogers‐ericsson‐partner‐bring‐5g‐canadians/.  
5 ISED, Spectrum Auctions; http://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/smt‐gst.nsf/eng/h_sf01714.html. Note: $16B is nominal 
and does not account for inflation. Spectrum fees calculated based on industry holdings. 
6 ISED, Consultation, para 50. 
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7. A 2017 report from the GSMA highlighted recent academic work that links upfront 
input costs to depressed investment and reduced price competition.7 The report 
presented evidence linking high spectrum spending with lower quality and reduced 
take-up of mobile broadband services, and higher consumer prices for mobile 
broadband data. Further, the report identified Canada as having the highest 
spectrum spend per person in the world over the last decade. Since 2008, Canadian 
operators have paid roughly US$350 per person to acquire spectrum at auctions, 
compared to under US$200 in the United States and just over US$50 in the United 
Kingdom. While operators directly pay these costs to the government in auctions, 
Canadian consumers ultimately bear a significant share of these high costs through 
the prices they pay.  

8. The same GSMA study also thoroughly debunked the myth that the amount of 
money that operators spend on spectrum should have no impact on the 
development of mobile services, as spectrum costs are supposedly “sunk” and do 
not affect subsequent investment decisions. It cites extensive theoretical and 
empirical work from academia, which shows that in industries with natural limits on 
the number of viable operators, high input costs depress incentives for investment. 
In a comprehensive global study of spectrum auction prices, the study also found 
evidence linking higher spectrum prices to low investment in 4G networks and higher 
consumer prices for mobile data. Further, it is important to note that Canadian 
spectrum costs should not even be considered “sunk”, as auctioned spectrum 
moves to annual fees and non-auctioned spectrum is subject to fees from the start of 
its licence term. High spectrum costs are ongoing in Canada, not sunk. 

9. Facilities-based providers like Rogers continue to invest billions of dollars to 
provide connectivity to Canadians. According to the Canadian Radio-television and 
Telecommunications Commission (CRTC), telecommunications investments made 
in both wireless and wireline networks was $11.6 billion in 2016 for plant and 
equipment, an increase of 11.3% over 2015.8 These numbers will only continue to 
grow as, according to a recent report by Accenture, the initial roll-out of 5G 
networks is estimated to require approximately $26 billion in capital investment, the 
vast majority of which will be made by Canada’s facilities-based mobile wireless 
service providers.9 As Canada’s largest wireless operator, Rogers increased our 
2018 wireless capital expenditures to continue delivering reliable performance for 
our customers by augmenting our existing LTE network with 4.5G technology that 

                                                            
7 GSMA, Effective Spectrum Pricing: Supporting better quality and more affordable mobile services; 
https://www.gsma.com/spectrum/effective‐spectrum‐pricing/. 
8 CRTC, Communications Monitoring Report 2017.  
9 Accenture, Fuel for Innovation: Canada’s Path in the Race to 5G, pg 16; available from: https://www.5gcc.ca/wp‐
content/uploads/2018/06/CWTA‐Accenture‐Whitepaper‐5G‐Economic‐Impact_Updates_WEB_06‐19‐2018.pdf. 
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is also 5G-ready.10 However, in order to enhance consumer experiences and meet 
evolving usage demands, Canadian spectrum policy, including fees policy, must 
ensure that spectrum can be effectively deployed within facilities-based terrestrial 
networks.  

10. In the context of this consultation, it means that Rogers’ national network – 
Canada’s largest single operator network – may experience a much greater need 
for spectrum for wireless backhaul than other Canadian operators, especially those 
that emerged from local telephone monopolies. Based on Rogers’ fixed spectrum 
fees account, we alone account for more than one-third of all Canadian fixed 
spectrum fees. Clearly, Rogers and other competitors that were not former 
telephone monopolies will rely heavily on wireless backhaul to support their 
ongoing 5G deployments. It is therefore essential that, in addition to enhancing the 
fixed spectrum fee regime, the Department ensures that any Federal, Provincial or 
Municipal accesses or infrastructure that local telephone companies possess from 
their monopoly period are similarly made available to all types of carriers in order 
to increase competition for the benefit of all Canadian businesses and customers. 

11. Fees paid for fixed service spectrum represents significant capital diverted from 
continued expansion of rural coverage and augmenting capacity throughout the 
network, especially under the current regime. While the proposed regime is an 
improvement for 4G wireless networks and wireless internet traffic volumes of today, 
it will fail to adequately provide the necessary backhaul requirements of 5G.  
Canada is likely to see up to 273,000 5G small cells deployed across the country 
over the next 5 to 7 years.11 Without significant improvements to the proposed fixed 
service fee regime – including increased frequency ranges, lower base rates, and an 
appropriate mechanism for very short links – there is a very real risk that Canadian 
spectrum resources will continue to be used inefficiently, remain underutilized or, in 
worst-case scenarios, never be deployed. 

12. Further, a poor fixed service spectrum fee regime is not technologically neutral and 
will damage facilities-based competition, limiting the ability of many wireless carriers 
to compete with the legacy monopoly telephone companies. The former monopolies 
benefit from fibre infrastructure built during periods without any competition and with 
guaranteed returns. A well-designed fixed service spectrum fee regime, which 
enables an affordable alternative to fibre, will improve competition between the 
Rogers’ national wireless network and the joint Bell-Telus (Belus) national wireless 
network. It will also support the Department’s 4th carrier policy by making it easier 
for many of the regional wireless carriers like Videotron, Shaw, and Eastlink to 
compete against the wireless companies that emerged from legacy monopoly 
telephone companies. Further, it also enables greater competition between rural 

                                                            
10 Rogers, Rogers Communications Reports Third Quarter 2018 Results, October 2018. 
11 Accenture, Fuel for Innovation: Canada’s Path in the Race to 5G, pg 13.  
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wireless internet service providers and the legacy telephone companies. The end 
result of an effective fixed service spectrum fee regime will be that Canadian 
consumers and businesses will be able to fully enjoy all the benefits of competition, 
including enhanced network coverage and capacity, the rapid deployment of 
advanced services in rural and urban areas, and improved affordability.  

13. The Department must ensure that the spectrum and licensing policies it adopts will 
provide fair and reasonable access to fixed spectrum for all facilities-based 
operators. At the same time, the Department should ensure that all wireless 
competitors are provided with fair and reasonable access to the public and private 
infrastructure that is essential to the successful deployment of small cell technology 
required to support 5G and the Internet of Things. 

14. The remainder of Rogers’ comments will respond to the specific issues raised in the 
Consultation. 

 

 
Q1: ISED invites comments on the proposed consumption-based fee model for the 

radio licence fees under consideration. 
 

15. Rogers supports the Department’s efforts to modernize the Canadian spectrum fee 
regime from a capacity-based fee regime. However, the proposed model will simply 
enable greater efficiency of fixed service usage of today and will not fully support the 
usage and deployment of fixed services for the advanced connectivity services of 
the future. While the proposed consumption-based regime is an improvement over 
the current Canadian capacity-based regime, as it will no longer punish spectral 
efficiency, it is still significantly more expensive than jurisdictions that have a cost-
recovery fee regime, such as the U.S. This will result in Canadian facilities-based 
operators, and thus Canadian consumers and businesses, still paying significantly 
higher fixed service spectrum fees relative to their U.S. counterparts. It also means 
less capital available in Canada to invest in next generation networks and expanding 
current networks coverage and capacity. The optimal solution for the Department is 
to adopt a cost-recovery spectrum fee regime.  

16. Should the Department not adopt a cost-recovery regime and instead move to a 
consumption-based regime, it should increase the number of frequency ranges to 
better account for the different propagation characteristics, amount of available 
spectrum within various bands, and the potential channel sizes available for the high 
band spectrum becoming available to facilities-based operators in the short to mid-
term. As discussed later, base rates for frequency ranges should be reduced to 
better align with the exponential increase in deployments of new fixed service 
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systems. In addition, the Department should adopt a mechanism to account for very 
large bandwidth links being deployed over very short distances.  

17. To highlight the difference in the impact of the U.S. and Canadian fixed service fee 
regimes, we can explore the Consultation’s Example 1, which looks at a proposed 
yearly radio licence fee for a bi-directional link in the 70 GHz band using a 750 MHz 
channel.12 The Department states that the current licence fees for Example 1 would 
be $39,664, which is clearly uneconomical to deploy at any kind of scale. The 
proposed regime would reduce the licence fee to $1,500 annually. Again, while this 
improves on the current Canadian regime, it is significantly more than the U.S. 

18. In the U.S., a 10-year term fixed service licence is US$555, including both 
application fee and regulatory payment.13 The fee is for a nationwide licence but 
requires additional registration and coordination for a specific link. Generally, this is 
done through one of three independent path coordinator database managers –
Comsearch, Frequency Finder, or Micronet Communications – and is approximately 
US$75 for registration. For frequency co-ordination, it is up to individual operators to 
do their own study or they can engage the database manager to do so on their 
behalf.14 Assuming that an operator were to do their own frequency co-ordination, 
the U.S. annual fee for the Consultation Example 1 is just C$85, meaning the 
proposed cost in Canada is more than 17 times greater. 

Calculation of ISED Annex B, Example 1 in the U.S. Fee Model 

FCC Application Fee:  US$305 
FCC Regulatory Fee:  US$250 
Link Registration Fee:   US$75 

10‐year Licence Fee:   US$630 
Annual Licence Fee (US$):  US$63 

Annual Licence Fee (C$):  C$85* 
 

*Based on spot conversion, 2018‐12‐19 

19. The U.S. fixed service spectrum fee regime, as well as their access spectrum fee 
regime, is built on the principle of administrative cost-recovery and is not 
consumption or capacity-based. In discussions with a U.S.-based equipment vendor, 
which has been helping U.S. customers to file licences and run frequency co-
ordination for 80 GHz systems, Rogers has been informed that the annual average 

                                                            
12 ISED, Consultation, Annex B, Example 1. 
13 FCC, WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS BUREAU: FEE FILING GUIDE EFFECTIVE September 4, 2018, p. 27; 
available from: https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC‐353920A1.pdf.  
14 Registration of links is a publicly disclosed fixed price but frequency co‐ordination are subject to rates 
commercially negotiated in confidence between operators and independent database managers. 
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cost per licensed 80 GHz link with a capacity up to 5 Gbps using 2 GHz of 
bandwidth would be approximately US$100. Under the current Canadian fee regime, 
this example has an annual cost of C$65,872, nearly 500 times more expensive than 
the U.S. after currency conversion. In the new fee model being proposed by ISED, it 
would cost C$2,000, which is still nearly 15 times more expensive after currency 
conversion. 

20. Moving to an administrative cost-recovery spectrum fee regime is the optimal 
outcome for Canada and Canadian consumers and businesses. The Department’s 
costs for managing the spectrum would be covered, potential interference would still 
be properly managed for exclusive licence holders to ensure quality of service, and 
facilities-based operators would have more capital available to invest in expanding 
network coverage and increasing speeds and capacity, as well as investing in new 
innovative technologies. With even greater access to advanced communications 
services for consumers and businesses, externalities will contribute to a virtuous 
cycle driving greater Canadian economic growth. It is a truly win-win-win outcome.  

21. Should the Department decide not to adopt a cost-recovery regime, there are still a 
number of improvements that can be made to the Canadian fixed service spectrum 
fee regime. As the Department states, “the use of a particular frequency range 
depends on a variety of technical requirements (e.g. long-, medium- or short-haul), 
design characteristics, operational practicalities, propagation characteristics and the 
overall amount of available spectrum, making some frequency ranges more suitable 
and attractive than others.”15 However, the current fee model used for fixed services 
spectrum is based on the number of equivalent voice channels capacity the 
spectrum could provide. Such an outdated capacity-based fee regime, meant for 
primarily voice-telephony-based systems or low-data rate systems, has the effect of 
generating higher fees for operators, like Rogers, which use spectrum efficiently. 
The current fee regime is not well suited to the capacity requirements of high speed 
4G mobile broadband nor the CRTC’s broadband internet basic telecom target 
speeds of 50/10 Mbps.  

22. Further, as operators were unable to economically increase the capacity of particular 
frequency ranges, especially those used for long- and medium-haul transport, the 
current fixed fee regime has had the effect of acting as a governor on the expansion 
of both wired and wireless access network coverage where facilities-based 
operators do not already possess wired backhaul. Thus, the current fee regime 
negatively impacts both wireless and wireline competition with legacy local 
telephone companies, who have extensive wireline backhaul facilities constructed 
during their monopoly periods. As a result, the current fixed service regime ultimately 
negatively affects Canadian’s ability to get the fastest service and best coverage at 

                                                            
15 ISED, Consultation, para 31. 
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the most competitive prices possible with current generation technology, especially 
those in more remote suburban and rural areas.  

23. The new fixed service fee model proposed by the Department will begin to bring the 
fee regime more inline with the technologies available and bands deployed today. 
Moving from a capacity-based to consumption-based fee regime will reward 
operators, like Rogers, who already use the spectrum efficiently in order to increase 
the transport capacity of fixed service links without using larger amounts of 
spectrum. It will also incent current inefficient users and operators deploying new 
fixed spectrum services to use the spectrum as efficiently as possible.  

24. Many of the new fixed service spectrum bands that have been made available by 
ISED that are optimal for high capacity backhaul remain unused or underutilized, not 
because a lack of equipment ecosystem nor technical characteristics but because 
they are uneconomical to deploy under the current fee regime. The proposed new 
regime may now make these new bands economically feasible for deploying 
traditional fixed services to support the capacity and speed demands of 4G mobile 
wireless and CRTC broadband internet basic telecom target speeds. However, the 
proposed regime as is will not make the deployment of advanced, innovative 
technologies, such as mobile and fixed wireless 5G technology, or the new ultra high 
fixed service bands economically viable, especially not with the exponential number 
of new fixed links needed in a 5G world. 

25. To make the proposed fixed services fee regime more future proof and increase 
facilities-based competition with the legacy telephone monopolies, the Department 
should increase the number of frequency ranges and decrease the base rates in the 
proposed fee schedule. In addition, ISED should adopt a mechanism to account for 
innovative new applications, such as the use of very large bandwidth point-to-
multipoint (PTMP) links being deployed over very short distances. Anything less 
risks slowing the deployment and increasing the cost of 5G and other advanced 
communication services to Canadian consumers and businesses. 

26. Finally, the Department should announce and make these changes to the fixed 
service spectrum fee regime as quickly as possible. All operators continue to make 
and refine their 5G network plans and cost certainty is an important part in 
technology selection and deployment timing of new systems. For Canada to make a 
quick and smooth transition from what Open Signal refers to as an “LTE power, 
especially in terms of speed”16 to a 5G leader, facilities-based operators need to 
finalize initial roll-out plans. 

  

                                                            
16 Open Signal, State of Mobile Networks: Canada (February 2018); available from: 
https://opensignal.com/reports/2018/02/canada/state‐of‐the‐mobile‐network.  
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Additional Frequency Ranges 

27. As the Department states, “different frequency ranges exhibit different properties 
making some bands inherently more valuable than others depending on the 
particular point-to-point system and type of application.”17 Further, ISED is proposing 
that the frequency ranges’ base rates reflect their relative value and utility to each 
other, taking into account propagation characteristics, the amount of available 
spectrum within the bands, channel sizes available, and usage.18  

28. The Department has proposed seven frequency ranges. The lowest is all spectrum 
equal to or below 890 MHz, while the smallest range is less than 70 MHz (891-960 
MHz). At the other end of ranges, ISED is proposing to group all bands between 
19.7-60 GHz (a frequency range of 40.3 GHz) into a single category and everything 
above 60 GHz as the final category. However, this oversimplifies the propagation 
characteristics of the numerous current and emerging spectrum bands within these 
proposed frequency ranges, as well as categories of use and types of applications 
for these bands.  

29. Rogers has long advocated that ISED should continue to release spectrum in a 
timely manner to ensure Canadians can continue to access the latest advanced 
connectivity services and contribute to innovative global technology development. 
In order to achieve the Department’s objective of positioning Canada at the leading 
edge of the digital economy, ISED should release spectrum to support 5G and 
other next-generation wireless technologies in line with ITU World 
Radiocommunication Conferences when there is an expected radio equipment 
ecosystem or when it is clear that there will be global standards in the respective 
bands. The Department should look to build on its views outlined in the Spectrum 
Outlook 2018 to 2022 (Spectrum Outlook), along with the stakeholder input, to 
develop a number of additional frequency ranges that align with both the Canadian 
and global outlook on emerging spectrum bands. 

30. While Rogers has proposed updated base rates for all the frequency ranges, it may 
be appropriate to make some or all of the spectrum in the additional ranges available 
as licence-exempt. However, as ecosystems develop in these ultra high ranges, 
specific applications and users may require the interference-free performance that 
can only be assured by exclusively licensed spectrum. Whether all or part of a 
particular band should be made available on an exclusively licensed or licence-
exempt basis should only be determined by the Department after consulting with 
industry and stakeholders on the relevant spectrum policy framework. However, by 
providing additional, predictable guidance on potential fees for bands that will 
become available in the mid- to long-term, the Department will be able to receive 
more informed stakeholder input. As the Department notes, such a fee schedule 

                                                            
17 ISED, Consultation, para 29. 
18 ISED, Consultation, para 34. 
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would ensure fees are in place, regardless of when new frequency bands are made 
available for specific services.19 

31. Rogers proposes the following fee schedule of frequency ranges and base rates. 

Table 1. Rogers’ proposed fee schedule of frequency ranges & base rates 

Rogers’ Range Proposal Frequency Range Base Rates ($/MHz) 

No Change ≤ 890 MHz 688 

No Change > 890 and ≤ 960 MHz 35 

No Change > 960 and ≤ 4200 MHz 11 

No Change > 4.2 and ≤ 10.55 GHz 9 

Modified Range 
> 10.55 and ≤ 17.8 GHz 

(reference band) 
6 

New Range > 17.8 and ≤ 30 GHz 4 

New Range > 30 and ≤ 60 GHz 1 

New Range > 60 and ≤ 90 GHz 0.25 

New Range > 90 and ≤ 130 GHz 0.10 

New Range > 130 and ≤ 178 GHz 0.05 

New Range > 178 GHz 0.01 

Source: Modified ISED, Table 1: Proposed fee schedule of frequency ranges and base rates. 

Modified Range: > 10.55 and ≤ 17.8 GHz 

32. Rogers is proposing to modify the reference band with a category that creates a 
break between frequency ranges used for long- and mid-range transport with those 
ITU and Canadian fixed service bands that are used primarily in urban settings. 

33. While the Department’s previous reference band frequency range (10.55-19.7 
GHz) contained bands used to provide a range of high-, medium- and low-capacity 
applications,20 such a grouping is at odds with the Department’s stated goals of 
grouping frequency ranges based on propagation characteristics, the amount of 
available spectrum within the bands, channel sizes available, and usage.21 Rogers 
views this proposed category (10.55-17.8 GHz) as more appropriately aligning with 

                                                            
19 ISED, Consultation, para 33. 
20 ISED, Consultation, para 35. 
21 ISED, Consultation, para 34. 
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actual mid-range use and thus a better reference band for the Department’s 
proposal of a $24/MHz base rate, which we propose be set at $6/MHz. 

34. The frequency range covering 7.25 GHz is an appropriate increase in size from the 
immediately proceeding category, and the technical and operational characteristics 
of the spectrum make it a sufficiently sized category. 

New Range: > 17.8 and ≤ 30 GHz 

35. The ITU has specified the use of wide channel bandwidths for fixed service bands in 
18 GHz and up. In our view it is more appropriate to treat bands that are generally 
deployed in more urban settings as being distinct from low- and mid-range fixed 
service bands. Further, and again, such a group better aligns with the Department’s 
stated goals of grouping frequency ranges based on propagation characteristics, 
the amount of available spectrum within the bands, channel sizes available, and 
usage.22 

36. The starting point of this range aligns with SRSP-317.8: Technical Requirements 
for Fixed Line-of-Sight Radio Systems Operating in the Bands 17.8-18.3 GHz and 
19.3-19.7 GHz. In addition to bands currently in use in Canada, the Spectrum 
Outlook identified a number of bands that could be used for fixed service in the 
short- to mid-term that fall in this proposed frequency range. For instance, the 
Department noted, “The bands 21.2-21.8 GHz and 22.4-23 GHz can be used to 
increase the amount of backhaul spectrum available since they are a natural 
extension to the existing 23 GHz backhaul band, and have readily available 
equipment.”23  

37. While the 24 GHz and 26 GHz bands are likely to be licensed as flexible use 
bands, similar to ISED’s proposal for 28 GHz, the propagation of bands that fall 
within this range are suitably similar as to suggest a natural grouping. This 
proposed range of 12.2 GHz is an appropriate step increase over the previous 
ranges. 

New Range: > 30 and ≤ 60 GHz 

38. This frequency range covers a number of bands identified in the Spectrum Outlook 
as a Priority. For instance, ISED stated that, “Given the identified need for 
backhaul spectrum in [the 32 GHz] band, ISED will move forward as outlined in the 
Backhaul Decision to make this band available for backhaul use and plans to 
release it in late 2019” and that it is a Priority 1 band for fixed service use.24 In 
addition, while the bands 40-43.5 GHz, 45.5-50.2 GHz and 50.4- 52.6 GHz are 

                                                            
22 ISED, Consultation, para 34. 
23 ISED, Spectrum Outlook 2018 to 2022, para 214. 
24 ISED, Spectrum Outlook 2018 to 2022, para 231. 
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potential Priority 2 candidates for flexible use, pending the outcome of discussions 
at WRC-19, they are currently used for a variety of satellite and fixed services. 

39. Rogers recently recommended, as part of the 5G mmWave Consultation, that the 
Department move forward quickly with opening either 32 GHz or 40.5-43.5GHz, or 
both of these bands, to compensate for the potential loss of dedicated fixed service 
in the 38 GHz band.25 As such, we believe they make a natural pairing in our 
proposed > 30 and ≤ 60 GHz frequency range. 

40. In addition to the similar propagation characteristics of the bands in this range, as 
well as categories of use and types of applications envisioned for them, this 
proposed frequency range is 30 GHz, which is an appropriate step increase over 
the previous ranges. 

 New Range: > 60 and ≤ 90 GHz 

41. This frequency range sees the emergence of bands that begin to permit very large 
bandwidths. Wider channel bandwidths support higher capacity for a given radio 
system, making spectrum in this range particularly attractive for backhaul. E-Band 
spectrum, recently opened in Canada (SRSP-371.0), is a good example of being 
particularly appealing for wireless backhaul in urban and suburban areas. The wide 
channel bandwidth available supports upwards of 10 Gbps today in a 2x1000 MHz 
configuration, and support for 20 Gbps speeds is planned within the next few 
years.  

42. However, as with other backhaul spectrum bands, the interim site-specific licensing 
cost under SP 70 GHz — Decisions on the Frequency Bands 71-76 GHz, 81-86 
GHz and 92-95 GHz,26 dated June 2012, for E-band links currently poses a major 
hurdle to MNOs, as that 10 Gbps link would cost $131,392 per year under the 
current fee regime. Under both the Department’s and Rogers’ proposed fee 
schedule, the consumption-based fee would be lower to encourage the use of this 
band. Yet, as Rogers expects the E-Band to be one of the most important and 
commonly deployed point-to-point and point-to-multipoint bands for initial 5G 
deployments, the base rate we propose better aligns with its expected usage, as 
discussed further below. 

 New Range: > 90 and ≤ 130 GHz 

43. The Department’s Spectrum Outlook Consultation proposed that the bands above 
95 GHz could be made available for licence-exempt applications and fixed 
services, noting there is currently very light use of these bands in Canada. While 
no specific work has begun in Canada, “the European Communications Office has 

                                                            
25 Rogers, 5G mmWave Consultation Comments, para 54. 
26 ISED, SP 70 GHz — Decisions on the Frequency Bands 71‐76 GHz, 81‐86 GHz and 92‐95 GHz; 
https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/smt‐gst.nsf/eng/sf10395.html.  
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initiated work on developing ECC recommendations and reports to facilitate the 
implementation of backhaul use in portions of 92-115 GHz”,27 amongst other 
ranges. 

44. This frequency range covers the W-band (92-115 GHz), which was identified by a 
number of stakeholders, including Ericsson, TeraGo and Québecor, as being 
discussed internationally as a potential backhaul band.28 Overall, this proposed 
frequency range is 40 GHz, which is an appropriate step increase over the 
previous range. 

New Range: > 130 and ≤ 178 GHz 

45. Work is progressing on developing backhaul equipment for use in the D-Band 
(130-174.8 GHz). Prototypes are being tested by some vendors and products are 
expected before the end of the decade. Rogers recommends that ISED plan the 
development of a band use policy (a Standard Radio System Plans or SRSP) well 
in advance to ensure its readiness at the time the products become commercially 
available.29 Overall, this proposed frequency range is nearly 50 GHz, which is an 
appropriate step increase over the previous range. 

New Range: > 178  

46. The ITU, under WRC-19 Agenda Item 1.15, is studying a fixed service allocation in 
the 275-450 GHz range that is expected to lead to the development of microwave 
links capable of transporting in excess of 20 Gbps up to 0.3 km, which would allow 
its use for wireless backhaul in IMT-2020 (5G) mobile networks. Assuming that this 
allocation is approved at WRC-19, Rogers recommends that ISED consider issuing 
a band use policy for this frequency range at an appropriate time early in the next 
decade.30 

47. Again, while bands this high may lend themselves to licence-exempt use, providing 
an additional lower cost frequency range leaves open the ability for some or all of 
individual bands to be made exclusively licensed for those operators or 
applications that require a greater assurance of interference-free operation. 
Looking at bands that are potentially more than a decade out will also help to 
future proof the fixed fees regime, which itself is likely to be updated infrequently. 

Reduced Base Rates  

48. Paired with the need to increase the number of frequency ranges to better reflect the 
technical factors that influence an individual spectrum band’s value, the Department 
must adopt base rates that will promote the use of wireless backhaul. As noted 

                                                            
27 ISED, Spectrum Outlook 2018 to 2022, para 249. 
28 ISED, Spectrum Outlook 2018 to 2022, para 252. 
29 Rogers Comments, Spectrum Outlook 2018 to 2022, para 154. 
30 Rogers Comments, Spectrum Outlook 2018 to 2022, para 155. 
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above, 5G deployments will result in an exponential increase in the number of 
wireless base stations to support the increased traffic capacity. While the rates ISED 
proposes will assist in the deployment of 4G technology, they will not sufficiently 
address the sheer number of additional sites that will result from 5G. The number of 
links needed will completely offset the currently proposed reduced rates, eliminating 
wireless backhaul as an economic alternative to fixed backhaul.    

49. As a result, ISED must reduce the base rates even further in order to make wireless 
backhaul viable. Table 1 above illustrates the new rates needed to facilitate wireless 
backhaul in a 5G environment. They will allow wireless carriers to deploy the 
necessary amount of links and make effective use of backhaul spectrum. 

50. Decreasing the rates as suggested by Rogers will not decrease the licence fees 
generated. The Department states in the consultation document that based on the 
current fees for existing deployments of fixed point-to-point systems, the 
Department’s proposed fee model would see an overall decrease of fees paid by 
licensees.31 While reducing the base rates to Rogers’ proposed levels would further 
decrease the fees paid by licensees for existing deployments, the sheer number of 
new deployments is likely to ensure that the Department collects similar levels of 
revenue in the near term – with the added benefit for Canadian consumers and 
businesses of significantly increased coverage and capacity of networks. When the 
economic growth enabled by this enhanced network connectivity is factored in, it is 
clear that it is a win-win-win situation for Canadian consumers, network operators, 
and governments. 

51. Reducing base rates will also make fixed point-to-point systems more cost 
competitive with fibre, which has several benefits. In areas with existing wireline 
transport providers, it helps to level the field between different network technologies 
and allowing the market to decide winners, while letting consumers benefit from 
platform innovations. In areas where there are no existing legacy wireline facilities, it 
lowers the operating costs of new wireless deployments in areas that already face 
significant economic challenges. Most importantly, it will balance the playing field 
between wireless carriers. The old telephone monopolies have access to fibre 
infrastructure built during their monopoly eras that their competitors cannot 
economically duplicate. Wireless backhaul can provide an effective alternative but 
only if the rates reflect the number of links 5G will require. If they do not, the point-to-
point fee regime will aggravate the competitive disadvantage some carriers already 
face. 

52. To better understand the magnitude and importance of appropriate base rate setting 
to the deployment of 5G services in Canada, an example is illustrative. Rogers 
shared above an example of cost differences between U.S. and Canadian fixed 

                                                            
31 ISED, Consultation, para 50. 
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service rates. That example identified a common point-to-point E-band link being 
deployed in the U.S. with a capacity up to 5 Gbps using 2 GHz of bandwidth. Under 
the current regime, it would have an annual cost of C$65,872. With the base rates 
being proposed by ISED, this link would cost C$2,000. Under Rogers’ base rate 
proposals this link would still cost C$500, compared to only costing approximately 
US$100 in the U.S.  

53. While the price differences on their own are quite stark, at scale they show the true 
risk of high base rates to Canadian 5G deployments. As identified by Accenture, the 
Canadian wireless industry is expected to deploy up to 273,000 small cell base 
stations within the next few years to support 5G. Table 2 below shows the aggregate 
cost of connecting a percentage of the expected 5G small cell base stations using 
the example link. Extrapolating these figures across all the bands and frequencies, it 
becomes clear that the rates must fall in order for wireless backhaul to be an 
economically feasible alternative. 

Table 2. Cost of deploying 2GHz E-Band wireless backhaul links for  
Canadian 5G Small Cells 

% of expected 
5G Small 

Cells 
Deployed 

Current 
Canadian 
Regime 

ISED 
proposed 

Base Rates 

Rogers  
Proposed 

Base Rates 

Cost under 
U.S. Regime 

 

(Canadian Dollars) 

1% $179M $5.4M $1.4M $367K 

5% $900M $27M $6.8M $1.8M 

10% $1.8B $55M $14M $3.7M 

15% $2.7B $82M $20M $5.5M 

20% $3.6B $109M $27M $7.3M 

25% $4.5B $137M $34M $9.2M 
 

54. For further comparison, the Consultation states that the Department currently 
collects $42M in annual fees for all fixed service spectrum usage, and under their 
proposed rates current usage would cost approximately $31M.32 Connecting just 
23% of all expected 5G small cell base stations using the example link and Rogers’ 
proposed base rates would alone provide the government with $31M in revenue. 
Connecting a greater percentage of small cells with similar links at Rogers’ proposed 
base rates would on its own far exceed the entire revenue for all bands that the 
Canadian government currently collects for fixed service spectrum fees. 

55. Should the Department decide to maintain higher base rates in order to maximize 
revenue in the short term under the new fee regime, the likely outcome is a slower 

                                                            
32 ISED, Consultation, para 50. 
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deployment of advanced 5G services in urban areas, with an increasing slow down 
in deployment and overall reduction of markets on the margins. It will also result in 
reduced connectivity of both fixed and mobile wireless services in rural and remote 
areas. Reducing base rates for all frequency ranges is a clear policy win for Canada.  

Innovative new Spectrum uses 

56. The Consultation notes that, “ISED considered recent feedback from stakeholders in 
response to the Consultation on the Spectrum Outlook 2018-2022, which indicates 
that fees in Canada for radio licences for backhaul discourage innovation and 
investment in new technology and hinder the effective use of spectrum.”33 As a 
result, the Department states that the proposed fee schedule is not simply meant to 
be a reflection of a frequency band’s utility and provide an incentive to use spectrum 
efficiently but, further, the new model is meant to incent innovation through the 
development of new applications and technologies in low-cost, underutilized 
bands.34  

57. The Department’s goals for a new fixed service fee regime are laudable but while 
the proposed model should be more effective at prompting efficient use of spectrum, 
it does not sufficiently incent the development of new applications and technologies 
in underutilized bands. As a result, the spectrum may remain completely un-
deployed, severely limiting the benefit to Canadians of advanced new wireless 
services, including 5G. 

58. While the proposal identifies traditional backhaul as one of the primary uses of fixed 
point-to-point (PTP) and PTMP systems, technical developments may see fixed 
service links increasingly deployed in innovative ways. One example of innovation is 
the use of very high bands in the near future, such as the D-Band (138-174.7GHz) 
for 5G mobile wireless fronthaul connections, consisting of very wide channel 
bandwidths over very short distances.  

59. With a typical macro cell site, a baseband unit (BBU) processes user and control 
data and is connected to the radio unit (RU), which generates the actual radio 
signals transmitted from the tower-mounted antennas. A backhaul connection (wired 
or wireless) transports the traffic between the cell site and the core network. By 
using a different type of Radio Access Network (RAN) architecture, fronthaul 
enables the use of a remote radio head (RRH), which is still located at the base 
station but allows the BBU to be moved to a centralized location to serve multiple 
RRHs. The connection between the BBU and RRHs is referred to as fronthaul and 
can be either wired or wireless. Although wireless fronthaul already exists, the 
requirements and technical specifications of wireless fronthaul for mobile 5G 
systems will be significantly different. In addition, it is expected that in some cases 

                                                            
33 ISED, Consultation, para 15. 
34 ISED, Consultation, para 30. 
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wireless PTP links will be either required or preferable to fibre to connect RAN 
subsystems due to technical, financial or time constraints. 

60. As noted above, a recent report on the economic impact of 5G by Accenture stated, 
“There is likely to be up to 273,000 of these small cells deployed across Canada 
over the next 5 to 7 years in comparison to the network of approximately 33,000 
large towers that were deployed over the period of more than 20 years.”35 While 
many of these small cells may be connected to fibre for front or backhaul, even just 
12% employing fixed service spectrum as part of their network topology would be 
equal to all the wireless sites built in Canada over the past two decades.  

61. In a scenario where a small cell 5G cluster is connecting a number of sites over very 
short distances to a single point, the proposed treatment of each PTMP link as a 
PTP link to be summed for total fee cost could be very costly and therefore limit the 
development and deployment of such 5G systems. Such links will require very large 
bandwidths and are anticipated to be very short hops. In these types of scenarios, it 
would beneficial to treat these fixed service links differently than a traditional 
backhaul application.  

62. The Department should consider these short distance PTMP links as a single PTP 
link for fee setting purposes. Although ISED does note that factors such as path 
length (i.e. distance of a link) can be accounted for in the base rate for each 
frequency range in fixed PTP fee models,36 such factors may end up not being 
properly accounted in the proposed PTMP fee methodology.  

63. For simplicity, clarity, and predictability for licensees to quickly determine the fees 
associated with their network plans, Rogers proposes that in PTMP clusters where 
all individual hops are within an 800 metre radius, all those hops be considered a 
single PTP link. While frequency reuse should be encouraged, these very short links 
will be unlikely to materially impact spectrum availability in even very localized areas. 
As such, the Department should also set the fee based on bandwidth consumed by 
the single, largest channel within the PTMP system. Such a fee model for PTMP 
would allow for massively increasing the capacity and efficiency of the system 
without materially increasing the consumption of spectrum. In turn, this incents 
operators to deploy innovative new technologies to provide better service to 
Canadians.  

64. Alternatively, the Department could consider an area spectrum licence that would 
cover all end points in a small, geographically-contained PTMP system with an 800 
metre radius. 

                                                            
35 Accenture, Fuel for Innovation: Canada’s Path in the Race to 5G, pg 13.  
36 ISED, Consultation, para 38. 
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65. In addition to innovative PTMP systems that may be deployed outdoors as part of 
5G or other advanced wireless technologies, other innovative PTP or PTMP systems 
may be designed in the future to work primarily indoors. These systems could be 
part of a specific network slice in a 5G system for an industrial vertical, an innovative 
entertainment 5G network slice in a commercial building, or some future residential 
service inside multi-unit dwellings or homes of the future. While indoor applications 
may use unlicensed spectrum similar to WiFi today, there may be instances where 
future technologies may benefit from deploying exclusively licensed fixed service 
spectrum. However, fixed service spectrum fees should only apply for spectrum 
deployed outdoors. Providing this clarity now allows the Department to help future 
proof the fixed fees regime, which is unlikely to be updated again soon.  

 

 
Q2: ISED invites proposals for a fee escalator that takes into account fee 

predictability for the radio licence fees under consideration. 
 

66. Rogers believes that there is significant pent up demand for new deployments in a 
number of unutilized and underutilized bands that are uneconomical to deploy under 
the current fixed fee regime. This demand will only grow with 5G deployments and 
future communications technologies. While the proposed fee model may improve the 
economics for some deployments, encouraging the expansion of network coverage 
and enhancing speed and capacity, all of these new deployments will also entail 
significant capital investments in new infrastructure and operational expenditures. 
This is especially true in rural and remote areas that may have marginal business 
cases and still uncertain economics. A fee escalator that increases the already 
extremely high Canadian spectrum costs, both annual fees and acquisition costs, 
will have a negative impact on the affordability of services to Canadians. 

67. Further, spectrum fees are not the same thing as an end-user service fee. Spectrum 
is a critical input in order to enable wireless networks. While the advanced 
connectivity that facilities-based operators like Rogers provide is a service provided 
to Canadian consumers and businesses, it also serves as an important driver for 
Canadian economic, educational and social growth and development. A cost 
escalator thus serves as an additional governor on all aspects of Canadian life. 

68. Facilities-based network operators already contribute massively to the Canadian 
economy. According to Nordicity, the wireless industry alone contributed over $25B 
to the Canadian economy in 2016, including direct, indirect, and induced GDP 
impact. The wireless industry generated 138,100 full-time equivalent jobs in 2016, 
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including direct, indirect and induced effects.37 The wireless industry is also 
extremely capital-intensive, and this is only expected to increase due to operators 
ramping up investment in next generation networks. As noted above, according to a 
study by Accenture:38 

Canadian facilities-based wireless operators have invested close to $50 billion – 
excluding spectrum fees – since the mid-1980s to build Canada’s wireless 
infrastructure. This has led to top-tier global 4G performance, now serving as a 
strong foundation for deploying 5G networks. 5G deployment in Canada will likely 
require another $26B investment over a seven-year period, most of which is 
expected to be made by Canada’s facilities-based wireless operators. For this 
level of investment to be maintained, a stable regulatory environment and a clear 
path to reasonable returns is necessary. [Footnotes omitted.] 

69. These numbers are for the wireless industry only. Once investments in and the 
economic impact of wireline networks is added in, Canada’s terrestrial network 
operators’ direct contributions to the Canadian economy are enormous.  

70. As noted above, fixed service spectrum is heavily used by large and small network 
operators to expand coverage and capacity in areas where it may be uneconomical 
or challenging technically to deploy wireline transport. In rural and remote areas 
where some operators have wireline transport facilities that were built during their 
legacy monopoly eras, wireless backhaul can provide an important enabler for 
increasing facilities-based competition, which can lower costs and improve service 
for Canadian consumers and businesses. A fee escalator on fixed service spectrum 
further skews the competitive landscape in favour of the legacy local telephone 
companies. 

71. The Department should not apply an annual CPI escalator to fixed spectrum fees, 
nor any spectrum fees. Any periodic adjustments that must be made to comply with 
the legislation should be done in a way to have minimal impact on facilities-based 
operators and Canadian consumers and businesses that rely on them. 

 

 
 
Q3: ISED invites comments on the proposals for minimum fees, short-duration 

licence fees and prorated fees. 
 

72. Rogers generally supports the Department’s proposals for minimum fees, short-
duration licence fees and prorated fees. The minimum fee that ISED is proposing is 

                                                            
37 Nordicity, The Benefits of the Wireless Telecommunications Industry to the Canadian Economy in 2016; available 
from: https://www.cwta.ca/wp‐content/uploads/2017/07/2017‐Report‐on‐Wireless‐Industry‐Final‐July‐27.pdf.  
38 Accenture, Fuel for Innovation: Canada’s Path in the Race to 5G, pg 16. 
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a simple, standard and consistent fee that aligns with the Consultation’s guiding 
principles.39  

73. Using 1/12 of the total annual fee for a short-duration licence fee, defined as an 
authorization for a period of up to 30 days, provides a simple and predictable way of 
calculating a monthly fee.40 Prorating fees based on the month in which a licence is 
issued, at 1/12 of the total annual licence fee for each calendar month until March 
31st of the current fiscal year, again provides a simple and predictable way for 
licensees to estimate fee costs.41 

 

74. Rogers thanks the Department for the opportunity to share its views and participate 
in this consultation process. 

                                                            
39 ISED, Consultation, para 42. 
40 ISED, Consultation, para 43. 
41 ISED, Consultation, para 45. 
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